A non-empty class A of labelled graphs that is closed under isomorphism is weakly addable if for each graph G ∈ A and any two distinct components of G, any graph that can be obtain by adding an edge between the two components is also in A. For a weakly addable graph class A, we consider a random element R n chosen uniformly from the set of all graph in A on the vertex set {1, . . . , n}. McDiarmid, Steger and Welsh conjecture [3] that the probability that R n is connected is at least e −1/2 + o(1) and showed that it is at least e −1 for sufficiently large n. We improve the latter result and show that this probability is at least e −0.7983 for sufficiently large n. We also consider 2-addable graph classes B where for each graph G ∈ B and for any two distinct components of G, the graphs that can be obtained by adding at most 2 edges between the components are in B. We show that a random element of a 2-addable graph class on n vertices is connected with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity.
Introduction
Following [3] a non-empty class A of labelled graphs that is closed under isomorphism is called weakly addable, if for each graph G in A, whenever u and v are vertices in distinct components of G the graph obtained from G by adding an edge joining u and v is also in A. Examples of weakly addable graph classes include forests, planar graphs, and triangle-free graphs, or more generally any H-free or H-minor-free class of graphs for any 2-edge-connected graph H.
For a class A of labelled graphs, we let A n denote the set of graphs in A on the vertex set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. The following conjecture was stated in [3] . Conjecture 1.1. [3] Let A be any weakly addable class of graphs. Suppose that A n is non-empty for all sufficiently large n, and let R n be drawn uniformly at random from A n . Then
Since an element R n chosen uniformly at random from the set F n of forests with n vertices satisfies lim n→∞ P[R n is connected ] = 1/ √ e [4] , the lower bound on the connectivity in Conjecture 1.1 cannot be strengthened. It is known [2] that under the conditions given in Conjecture 1.1, we have lim n→∞ P[R n is connected ] ≥ 1/e. We strengthen this result and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let A be any weakly addable class of graphs. Suppose that A n is nonempty, and let R n be drawn uniformly at random from A n . Then for sufficiently large n
We also consider an extension of the notion of addability. We say that a non-empty class B of labelled graphs that is closed under isomorphism is 2-addable, if for each graph G in B and for any pair (C 1 , C 2 ) of distinct components of G, any graph obtained from G by adding at most 2 edges between C 1 and C 2 also lies in B. Note that a 2-addable graph class is weakly addable and thus for large n the probability that an element R n chosen uniformly at random from a 2-addable class of graph is connected is at least e −0.7983 . We will show that in fact this probability tends to 1 as n tends to infinity as stated in the next theorem. Theorem 1.3. Let B be any 2-addable class of graphs. Suppose that B n is non-empty for all sufficiently large n, and let R n be drawn uniformly at random from B n . Then
To prove this result we consider the maximal number of proper 2-edge-cuts a graph on n vertices may have such that one partition class has size r. We show that the cycle maximizes this number and thus there are at most n such 2-edge-cuts.
Weakly addable graph classes
To prove Theorem 1.2, we first show that it sufficient to consider graph classes in which all connected component are trees. Lemma 2.1. If for every weakly addable graph class consisting of forests only, an element R n drawn uniformly at random from all elements of this class on {1, . . . , n} satisfies P[R n is connected] ≥ x for some 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, then an element R ′ n drawn uniformly at random from all graphs {1, . . . , n} of any weakly addable graph class satisfies
Proof. Let A be a weakly addable graph class. We say that two graphs G, G ′ in A n are equivalent if the graphs obtained from G and G ′ by removing all bridges are identical; see Figure 1 . In other words, G and G ′ are equivalent, if they have same 2-edge-connected blocks of size at least 3. Consider a fixed equivalence class E n . Consider a graph G ∈ E n and its partition into 2-edge-connected blocks of size at least 3. Note that it does not matter which graph G ∈ E n one chooses as all graphs in E n have the same 2-edgeconnected blocks of size at least 3. For each such block, we fix a tree on the same set of vertices. For each graph in the equivalence class E n , we replace each 2-edge-connected block by its assigned tree. Note that this yields a weakly addable class C n such that all of its elements are forests. Moreover, there is a bijection between E n and C n such that each graph G ∈ E n has the same number of components as its image. Hence if at least an x fraction of the graphs in C n is connected, then the same is true for the equivalence class E n and similarly for all other equivalence classes. This in turn implies the result. Now, we can prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.1, it remains to prove Theorem 1.2 if A consists of forests only. Let A i n ⊆ A n be the set of forests on {1, . . . , n} with i components. Thus A 1 n consists of trees on n vertices. Assume that there exists an 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 such that
and i|A
Then
and hence for n sufficiently large
To prove the claimed upper bounds on |A 
thus each forest in A i+1 n is adjacent to at least i(n − i) forests in A i n (and in fact the forest consisting of i isolated vertices and one component of size n−i has minimal degree in B). Counting the edges of B in two different ways yields
This yields the claimed bound on |A i+1 n |/|A i n | for all i = ⌊log n − 1⌋ + 1, . . . , n. For i = 1, . . . , ⌊log n⌋ we again consider the graph B but with a different weighting. This time we assign to the edge {F, F ′ } a weight depending on the degrees of the endvertices of the edge {u, v} that we remove from F ∈ A i n to obtain F ′ ∈ A i+1 n . More precisely, for some fixed α, 0 < α ≤ 1, that we shall determine later, we assign the weight
are the degrees of u and v in F .
Consider a forest F ′ consisting of trees T 1 , . . . , T i+1 . Because the class A n is weakly addable, every forest that is obtained by adding an edge between two trees T i , T j is in A i n . Hence the sum of the weight over all edges incident to F ′ equals
We want to give a lower bound on this sum of weights. To do so we consider 
consists of components of size k 1 , . . . , k i+1 , then the sum of the weights over all edges incident to F ′ in B is at least 3
To obtain an upper bound on the sum of weights over all edges incident to a forest F ∈ A i n , we consider a tree T and
The value R −α (T ) is called the Randić index. It is known [1] that there exists a computable constant β c (α) such that for each tree on at least 3 vertices R −α (T ) ≤ β c (α)(n + 1). Hence in general, R −α (T ) ≤ β c (α)(n + C) for some constant C. It follows that for all F ∈ A i n the sum of weights over all edges incident to F is at most β c (α)(n + Ci).
Thus by counting the edge weights of the bipartite graph in two different ways we obtain
As i ≤ log n, it remains to find α such that β c (α)3 α is as small as possible. Setting α = 0.868 yields β c (α) ≤ 0.30762 and 3 α β c (α) < 0.7983, and the claimed result follows.
2-addable graph classes
To prove that a random element of a 2-addable graph class is asymptotically almost surely connected, we need the following results on the number of proper 2-edge cuts of a connected graph. We call a cut e 1 , . . . , e ℓ proper if removing any proper subset of e 1 , . . . , e ℓ yields a connected graph. Thus a proper 1-cut is a bridge, and a proper 2-cut e, e ′ is a 2-cut such that neither e nor e ′ is a bridge.
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph on n vertices and let w : V → R + be a weighting of the vertices. Then there are at most n proper edge cuts of size at most 2 that partition the vertex set into two sets V ′ , V ′′ such that v∈V ′ w(v) = r. Moreover, the only graph on n vertices with n such proper edge cuts is the cycle C n and in this case the weights must be periodic and of value at most r. Proof. Define an r-good cut to be a proper edge cut of size at most 2 that partitions the vertex set into two sets V ′ , V ′′ such that v∈V ′ w(v) = r. Note that each r-good cut is either a bridge or a proper 2-edge cut.
We prove the result by induction on n. For n = 2, the only connected graph is the graph with one edge. Thus any connected graph on two vertices has at most 1 = n − 1 edge cut and thus at most n − 1 r-good cuts. Now assume that we have shown the result for all graphs on 1, . . . , n − 1 vertices and all weightings w : V → R + . Consider a graph G = (V, E) on n vertices and a weighting w : V → R + . Let (e = {u, v}, e ′ ) be an r-good 2-edge cut. (If none exists then clearly the number of r-good cuts is at most n − 1.) Removing e from G yields a (1-edge-)connected graph G ′ . Now, consider a shortest path P connecting u and v in G ′ . Such a path exists since e, e ′ is a proper 2-edge cut. The path P consists of some edges that are bridges in G ′ (for example e ′ is such an edge). Removing these bridges may yield non-trivial components in G ′ , say C 1 , . . . , C k ; see Figure 2 . Observe, that every proper 2-edge-cut of G is either contained in some C i , i = 1, . . . , k or contained in the set of bridges of G ′ and e.
If k = 0 then G is a cycle. A cycle on n vertices has at most n r-good cuts, as any edge e = {a, b} in the cycle can belong to at most two r-good cuts and each r-good cut consists of two edges. To see this note that each cut e, e ′ separates the cycle into two paths at least one of which has to have total weight r. This path with total weight r has to avoid e but has either a or b as an endpoint. Since all the weights are strictly positive it follows that there can be at most one path starting at a avoiding e with total weight r, and at most one path starting at b avoiding e with total weight r.
If G has n r-good cuts, then every edge must belong to exactly two r-good 2-edge cuts. Consider the r-good cut e, e ′ that partitions the vertex set of G into a path a 1 , . . . , a ℓ with ℓ i=1 w(a i ) = r and a path a ℓ+1 , . . . , a n . Let a 1 , a n be incident to e and a ℓ , a ℓ+1 be incident to e ′ . We claim that {a 1 , a 2 } has to form an r-good cut with the edge {a ℓ+1 , a ℓ+2 } such that ℓ+1 i=2 w(a i ) = r. It then follows that w(a 1 ) equals w(a ℓ+1 ) and hence the weighting is periodic. To prove the claim consider the edge {a 1 , a 2 }. As this
f Figure 3 : A configuration that is not possible if there are n r-good cuts edge has to be in two r-good cuts there exists a k ≥ 2 such that {a 1 , a 2 } forms an r-good cut with {a k , a k+1 } and
w(a i ), we have k > ℓ. Assume k > ℓ + 1 and consider the edge f = {a k−1 , a k }; see Figure 3 . As f has to belong to two r-good cuts there must be a an r-good cut f, f ′ such that a k−1 belongs to a path P ′ = a p , . . . , a k−2 , a k−1 with
As . Note that in any proper 2-edge cut of G contained in C 1 , the vertices b 1 and b j are in the same partition class, and thus any r-good cut in G is either a cut in G 1 or in G 2 . Furthermore an r-good 2-edge cut in G contained in C 1 is either an r-good 2-edge cut in G 1 or a bridge (containing a) and thus remains an r-good cut. Also if |V (G 2 )| = 2 then G 2 consists of an edge representing (the r-good cut) e, e ′ and is an r-good cut itself. If
w(v) ≤ r then there are no r-good cuts in C 1 and it follows by induction that G 2 and thus G has at most |V (G 2 )| ≤ n − 1 good r-cuts. If v∈C 1 w(v) > r then G 2 is not a cycle with (periodic) edge weights at most r and thus by the induction hypothesis the number of r-good cut in G 2 is at most |V (G 2 )| − 1. Also by our induction hypothesis the number of r-good cuts in G 1 is at most |V (G 1 )| and thus the number of r-good cuts in G is at most |V (G 1 )| − 1 + |V (G 2 )| = |V (G)| − 1 = n − 1. Now we can prove Theorem 1.3
Proof. Let B
